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ABSTRACT

Major media outlets have run many articles on the COVID-19 pandemic. Since the public suffers cognitive and
emotional effects related to COVID-19 from such reports, we analyzed and reviewed the topics of news reports.
We searched newspaper articles with the term ‘COVID-19’ term in four Korean daily newspapers from January
20, 2020, when the first patient in Korea was found, to June 15, 2020. Topic modeling analysis was conducted
through text mining using R. Five themes were found: “Changes in people’s everyday life,” “Socio-economic
shock,” “Trends in infection,” “Role of the government and business,” and “Increased psychological anxiety,”
which all showed sharp increases in articles from mid-February to early March and then decreased. Despite
the increased psychological anxiety people suffered from the COVID-19 pandemic, this topic showed the fewest
articles. “Changes in people’s everyday life” showed the most, focusing attention on stimulating lifestyle articles of
general interest. Since the COVID-19 pandemic can lead to mental health problems due to severe changes and
isolation in everyday life, a comprehensive response to the news focusing on the impact on the mental health
of the population around the world should be made.
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1 Introduction

Since the first reported COVID-19 case on December 01, 2019 [1], numerous confirmed cases and
deaths have occurred, and the disease has spread rapidly to 185 countries [2]. During this unprecedented
pandemic in the 21st century, major media have published newspaper articles on COVID-19, attracting
great public attention. Socially, the COVID-19 pandemic has had severe effects on the psychological
public [3]. Studies addressing the psychological effects of COVID-19 have shown that the initial
COVID-19 outbreak caused severe distress associated with anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress
symptoms [4]. In addition, “psychological infection prevention” has become no less important than
“physical infection prevention,” as it has been reported that psychological well-being, anxiety, and
depression scores were lower than before COVID-19 and did not improve between the early stages of
COVID-19 and four weeks later [5]. Public awareness is reported as being formed through the
mainstream media such as daily newspapers [6], and media information that spread rapidly during the
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epidemic period has greatly influenced public awareness and awareness formation [7]. Managing epidemics
such as COVID-19 requires a positive approach to mental health that can provide direction to measures to
overcome disaster situations [8].

Therefore, it is necessary to determine the topics that COVID-19-related articles cover in the news
reports of daily newspapers, which the public is most exposed to, and which thus can exert the strongest
effect of COVID-19-related information. Information about what piques people’s curiosity is quickly
disseminated through major news media, thereby enhancing awareness of dangerous situations and
playing a large role in preventing the spread of infectious diseases [9]. However, even though the impact
of the disaster is serious, it may not be possible to augment the overall benefits of public welfare and
health improvement if more lurid and extreme content is distributed, or if simple training or biased
articles are encountered [10]. Therefore, this study aims to analyze the topic of news articles related to
COVID-19 and review what related measures need to be implemented to promote mental health.

Earlier research on COVID-19 has primarily included studies of the clinical [1,11] and epidemiological
characteristics of the COVID-19 virus [12,13], and measures to control infectious diseases [14]. Regarding
its treatment in the media, one study analyzed retweeted news articles related to research on COVID-19 [15],
another study investigated the risk of frequent exposure to COVID-19 news [16], and a third analyzed such
topics as a media frame analysis by region of news reports on COVID-19 [17], but few studies have focused
on the topic of news reports related to COVID-19 and the improvement of mental health in Korea. To fill this
gap, this study investigates COVID-19 topics in the Korean context using structural topic modeling, thereby
exploring ways to promote mental health. Finally, In the end, in the process of recognizing COVID-19-
related disasters through reporting on COVID-19, we intend to grasp the level of psychological support
of the news and review intervention measures for mental health promotion. Through this, it is expected
that the global psychological disaster response capacity will be improved and disaster resilience promoted
through comprehensive disaster news coverage focusing on the impact on the mental health of the
population.

2 Methods

2.1 Data Collection
This study utilized text mining to analyze vast amounts of unstructured data. The Korea Press

Foundation developed and released the BigKinds analysis system, which has accumulated news articles
from 42 media organizations on a daily basis since 1990 and processed them with natural language
processing. Using this system, researchers can individually pre-process and with minimal effort format
unstructured newspaper article data. News articles in four Korean general daily newspapers were
collected from January 20, 2020, when the first patient in Korea was found to June 15, 2020, by
searching the term ‘Corona’ in BigKinds [18]. To prevent duplicate collection and analysis of the same
article, separate duplicate articles were removed.

Fig. 1 presents the distribution of articles related to COVID-19 in four comprehensive daily newspapers
over time. At the beginning of February, the number of newspaper articles was the highest, and it tended to
decrease gradually. A more detailed analysis shows that the number of newspaper articles was not high when
the first patient was confirmed occurred from around January 20 to January 26, when the first patient was
confirmed. Then on January 27, the fourth confirmed patient appeared, and the Ministry of Health and
Welfare upgraded the crisis alert level from “Caution” to “Warning.” In addition, the number of
newspaper articles increased sharply when the Novel COVID-19 Virus Infection Control Headquarters
under the Ministry of Health and Welfare began operations. Then, by mid-February, the number of
confirmed cases slowed to zero to two, showing stability, after which the number of newspaper articles
was again reduced. Then, the number of confirmed cases every day until mid-February slowed to zero,
showing stability and then decreasing the number of newspaper articles again. Starting with an outbreak
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of infection in a specific area on February 19, the group infection caused news articles to rapidly increase.
Since then, the number of newspaper articles has been on the decline, with increasing and decreasing trends.

2.2 Data Analysis
This study adopted text data collection, text preprocessing, keyword analysis, and topic modeling based

on the text mining method. In order to formalize text data, which consists of unstructured data, version 4.0 of
R and RmecabKo, a Korean preprocessing package, were used.

2.2.1 Text Preprocessing
When text analysis is performed on the subject of newspaper article analysis, pre-processing of words

must be performed. Accordingly, the text preprocessing process for word refinement was carried out, and the
detailed contents are as follows. First, as a preprocessing task for analysis, articles were integrated into one
data, and then duplicate articles were removed. Second, to extract the language for the noun, the tokenization
process of the word was performed by applying the Mecab-ko morpheme analyzer. In order to divide the data
into sentences by word units, morpheme analysis is required. In particular, since Korean has a wide variety of
word endings, accurate morpheme analysis is important, and only common nouns are extracted through
morpheme analysis. Based on the extracted nouns, unnecessary words (postpositions, special symbols, e-
mail addresses, names, etc.) were deleted. In order to extract words through the Mecab-ko morpheme
analyzer, the ‘tidytext’ package was used to organize the data. Using the POS (parts-of speech) tagging
command of Mecab-ko, which divides sentences into morphemes, together with unnest_tokens of
tidytext, sentences are tagged for each morpheme and tokenized. Next, using the %>% pipeline operator
in the “dplyr” package, only words marked with NNG, which is a common noun, were extracted, and the
rest were deleted and pasted into the existing data frame. Third, if the words have the same meaning, but
are expressed differently (COVID-19, Coronavirus-19), the two words go through the process of unifying
into one word. Fourth, words that appear continuously together on world occurrence were regarded as
compound nouns. For example, when the words ‘COVID-19’ and ‘infectious person’ have a high
frequency in succession, it was changed to ‘COVID-19_infectious person’. The observation frequency
was set based on 5 or more observations.

2.2.2 Topic Modeling Analysis
In this study, LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation), which has been widely used recently in topic modeling,

a text analysis method, was used by forming a matrix of keywords extracted from news texts using the R
program. This algorithm is an unsupervised learning algorithm that finds the hidden topic of each word or
document and groups the topics by document and keyword. That is, the text is processed by statistically
inferring the topic by clustering keywords constituting the literature according to the appearance

Figure 1: Number of articles related to COVID-19 in four general daily newspapers
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probability and distribution. LDA method (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) extracts the latent topics that
determine the distribution of words in individual documents, that is, individual articles, from the
distribution of words in the entire corpus. This method can be used to identify potential topics that affect
the appearance of individual documents, that is, words containing individual news. After extracting
multiple potential topics from a large-scale corpus using a data-driven method, it is possible to extract a
topic that permeates the entire text of the corpus by finding the patterns in which potential topics cluster.
For this, the stm package, which can conduct structural topic modeling analysis, was used. The data to be
analyzed were created by transforming a sparse matrix through the cast_sparse function of tidytext, which
was the processed in natural language according to then stm data format.

3 Results

3.1 Determining the Number of Topics
Multiple topics can be covered in a single newspaper article, and multiple newspaper articles can cover a

common topic. In order to calculate the number of topics (K) covered in a particular newspaper article, the K
value was set at a range of 30 to 50 to obtain the value of sustainability and the semantic consistency of
residuals. Fig. 2 presents a diagram of this procedure.

Values with high sustainability, low residuals, and high semantic consistency are appropriate topics [19].
Fig. 3 shows the points where semantic coherence and exclusivity meet each other. Eventually, the K value
was set to 40; it was checked whether the topic was classified well through the stm package, and the number
of topics was finally calculated by reflecting the result.

Figure 2: Criteria for calculating the number of topics 1

Figure 3: Criteria for calculating the number of topics 2
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3.2 STM Key Words by Topic
First, 16,521 news articles were preprocessed and nouns were extracted to construct a document-term

matrix (DTM). Log-likelihood, semantic coherence, and residuals of the model, which change with the
number of potential topics, were reviewed and the number of topics was set to 40 to extract potential
topics. A list of the words that mainly appear in the 40 potential topics extracted is given in Table 1.

3.3 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis by Topic
The results of hierarchical cluster analysis between subjects using the structural topic modeling analysis

results are presented as dendrograms in Fig. 4. It is also possible to analyze the 40 topics as they are, but
setting up such a large number of topics would hamper conceptual brevity and create problems in
interpretation and analysis.

Table 1: STM keywords by topic (N = 16,521)

Ranking Term Frequency Ranking Term Frequency

1 Virus 6916 11 Society 6558

2 Prevention of epidemics 6884 12 Marker 6557

3 World 6778 13 Screening test 6545

4 Situation 6774 14 Economy 6352

5 Infection 6770 15 North Korea 6352

6 Bussiness 6760 16 Result 6249

7 Government 6755 17 National 6049

8 COVID-19 patient 6764 18 The eldery 6047

9 Finland 6662 19 Lawmaker 6046

10 United States 6569 20 China 6946

Figure 4: Cluster analysis result after COVID-19 structural topic modeling (STM) analysis
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Therefore, semantic dimensionality reduction analysis of the additional data was performed by first
transforming the correlation between objects into a distance measure to create a distance matrix, then
putting this distance matrix back into the cluster analysis.

Based on the results of systematic cluster analysis, it was considered that potential themes belonging to
each cluster had close semantic correlations that could be conceptualized for each kind of news topic. In other
words, another method of classifying newspaper article topics in this study can be operatively defined as the
tendency of clustering among potential topics obtained as a result of structural topic model analysis.

A total of five clusters were identified, and the results of the topic organization according to structural
topic modeling are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: COVID-19 structural topic modeling (STM) cluster analysis results

Topic Key word

T1 Patients, New types, Infections, Symptoms, Confirmation, Confirmed patient, Death, Occurrence,
Day, Investigation, Addition

T2 Person, Idea, Mind, People, Self, Worry, Story, Child, Family, Life, Daily life, Anxiety

T3 Vaccine, COVID-19, Treatment, Severity, Testing, Antibody, Virus

T4 Information, New, Public, Reporting, Hospital, Patient, United States, Article, SNS, Anxiety

T5 National assembly, Representative, Lawmakers, People, Democratic party, Blue house, Criticism,
The ruling and opposition parties, Remarks, Chairman, Government

T6 Government, Payment, Income, Employment, Extra budget, Finance, Insurance, Subsidy,
Emergency, Countermeasure, Household, Organization, Basic

T7 Medical, Doctor, Medical staff, COVID-19, Tribe, Nurse, Manpower, Hospital, Medical treatment,
Protective clothing, Situation, Equipment, Dispatch

T8 Sincheonji (Name of religious organization), Police, Church, Worship, Investigation, Case,
Violation, Report, Act, Prosecution, Church, Punishment, Congregation

T9 Judgment, Confirmation, Confirmed patient, Mr. A, Inspection, Self-isolation, Visit

T10 Competitions, Athletes, COVID-19, Training, Seasons, Professional, Golf, Sports

T11 Mask, Wearing, Disinfection, Use, Disinfectant, Purchase, Price, Supply, KF (Korea filter),
Pharmacy

T12 Scheduled, Canceled, Postponed, New, Event, Decision, Progress, Plan, Abort, Review, Attend

T13 Society, Korea, World, Crisis, National, Country, Situation, Citizen, War, Democracy, Human

T14 COVID-19, Support, Donation, Region, Overcoming, Delivering, Difficulties, Residents,
Participation, Donations, Exercise, Provision, Organizations, Help, Disabled

T15 Movies, Directors, Games, Audiences, Writers, Releases, Works, Theaters, Actors, Netflex,
Novels, Cinemas, Screenings

T16 Elections, National elections, Candidates, Vote, President Moon, The ruling party, Results, Voters,
A presidential election, Politics, Chairman, Political parties

T17 Daegu, Confirmed patient, COVID-19, Region, Death, Gyeongbuk, New, Standard, Cumulative,
Additional, Aggregate, Patient

T18 Streets, Restaurants, Use, Operation, Seoul, One day, Tourists, Visitors, Guests, Staff

T19 Arrival, Korea, Action, Chinese, Foreign, Travel, Government, Overseas, Korean residents,
Airplane operations, Charter flights, Suspension

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Topic Key word

T20 COVID-19, Britain, Europe, The world, Italy, The confirmed patients, Germany, The country,
France, Russia, Local time

T21 Sales, Online, Market, Product, Consumer, Service, Business, Delivery, Brand, Order

T22 Economy, Dollar, Market, Crisis, Finance, Stock market, Fall, Interest rate, Index, Stock, Growth,
Global

T23 Confirmed patient, Infections, Outbreaks, COVID-19, Seoul, Clubs, Groups, Itaewon, Centers,
Facilities, Quarantine

T24 Virus, Infection, COVID-19, Person, Professor, Virus, Infectious disease, Flu, Human, SARS,
COVID-19 virus

T25 Economy, Enterprise, Industry, Crisis, Investment, New deal, Business, Change, Regulation,
Innovation, Global, Digital

T26 Japan, Prime Minister, Abe, Government, Tokyo, Diamond, Cruise, Princess, Response,
Confirmation, Infected persons

T27 China, New China, Wuhan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Beijing, State, President, Dead, Hubei Province

T28 United States, Trump, President, COVID-19, Dollar, Donald, New York, White House, CNN,
Captain, Demonstration, CDC

T29 Export, Decline, Economy, Outlook, COVID-19, Quarterly, Contrast, Performance, Growth,
Increase, Demand, Economy, Previous year, Contraction

T30 School, Students, Universities, Education, Classes, Daycare centers, Kindergarten, School, Online,
Lectures, Learning, Starting school

T31 Support, COVID-19, Loans, Small business owners, Damages, Rent, Finance, Maximum,
Countermeasures, Urgency, Payment, Income, Policy, Support, Economy, Support, Donation,
Damage, Region, Small business owners, Difficulties

T32 Test, COVID-19, Diagnosis, Negative, Result, Diagnostic Kit, Separation, Specimen, Clinic,
Target, Suspect, Public health center, Collection, Kit

T33 Market, Seoul, Apartment, Seoul, City, Real estate, Housing, Area, Furniture, Park won-soon,
Construction, Gangnam, Shopping Mall, Supply, Regulation

T34 Video, Performance, Online, Performance, Youtube, Photo, COVID-19, SNS, Broadcast, Free,
Music, Exhibition, Program

T35 President, North Korea, South Korea, Chairman, Cooperation, Meeting, Government,
Ambassador, Economy, Support, Minister

T36 COVID-19, Decrease, Increase, Survey, Jobs, Employment, Last month, Impact, Record,
Employed, Percentage, Unemployment, Level

T37 Quarantine, Government, Response, Society, COVID-19, Spread, Infectious Disease,
Countermeasure, Action, Situation, Safety, Step, Strengthen

T38 Hospital, Patient, Treatment, Inpatient, Isolation, Negative pressure, Medic, Discharge, Hospital
room, Closed, Suspicious, Transfer

T39 Corporate, Company, Employee, Telecommuting, COVID-19, Work, Working, Worker, Center,
Wage, Logistics

T40 Production, Factory, Supplier, China, Operation, Parts, Samsung Electronics, Supply, Interruption,
Automobile, Disruption, Vice Chairman
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In order to examine whether such manipulation is valid, as shown in Table 2, clusters of potential topics
were combined and viewed as a single newspaper article topic, and the meaning of each cluster was
interpreted.

Theme 1 comprises seven topics (T1, T28, T3, T9, T27, T37, T39) and is labeled “Trend of infection.” It
concerns reports on specific information on the spread of infection in Korea, as well as trends in the spread of
infection abroad and details on foreign corona-related diplomatic issues and vaccine development.

Theme 2 consists of 10 topics (T12, T13, T25, T8, T30, T32, T34, T40) and is termed “Socio-economic
impact.” This refers to the socio-economic impact of COVID-19, which has led to a decrease in income and
an increase in borrowing by small business owners, and the market is changing from offline to online. In
addition, it concerns content on group activities that have been suspended and the overall paralysis of
social activities, such as the postponement or suspension of games and competitions.

Theme 3 consists of eight topics (T12, T13, T25, T8, T30, T32, T34, T40) and is labeled “The role of the
government and business.” It includes reports on the government’s provision of national disaster support
funds, the public disclosure of the status of confirmed patients, the impact on parliamentary elections due
to corona, the government’s active screening measures and quarantine of confirmed patients, self-
isolation, disclosure of confirmed patient movement, and police investigations into groups that did not
cooperate in quarantine.

In addition, the company’s growth rate has decreased, the direction of business has changed due to the
coronavirus, and the nature of charitable donations to overcome corona and changes of working policy to
work from home are included.

Theme 4 comprises 10 topics (T15, T29, T14, T23, T31, T11, T20, T22, T35, T38) and is labeled
“Changes in people’s everyday life.” It refers to the changes in the daily lives of people due to
COVID-19 and related problems. In spite of the quarantine guidelines that require wearing a mask, it is
difficult to obtain masks, so it is necessary to line up at pharmacies, observe the current weekday system
to purchase masks and seek scarce disinfectants. In addition, school openings have been delayed, online
instruction has been implemented, educational activities have been greatly reduced, the release of movies
has been delayed, and the scope of activities has been reduced with the increase in confirmed patients.

Theme 5 consists of five topics (T2, T24, T26, T17, T19), and is labeled “Increased psychological
anxiety.” It concerns people’s psychological difficulties, emotional anxiety, and depression caused by
COVID-19.

In addition, contents such as anxiety about infection of themselves and family members, anger about
group infections, restrictions on visiting patients, and fears of death and suffering due to financial
difficulties were reflected. Time series patterns in STM themes.

In order to examine the changes in the themes defined by the structural theme model since January 20,
2020, we plotted them in a time series as shown in Fig. 5. The shades of gray presented as background in the
figure indicate the frequency of COVID-19 articles. This shading is applied to the background of the
distribution of the frequency of articles suggested in Fig. 1. According to the results for the patterns of
changes in the time series for each theme, all themes showed a steep rise in March, followed by a gradual
decrease. Around January 20, 2020, the theme of “Socio-economic shock” was the most common, but it
gradually showed a lower trend than “Change in people’s everyday life.” Excluding January, the topics
were ordered as follows from most articles to least: “Change in people’s everyday life,” “Socio-economic
shock,” “The spread of infection,” “The role of the government and business,” and “Increased
psychological anxiety.” The “Increased psychological anxiety” theme shows fewer articles than the other
themes, and the “Changes in people’s everyday life” theme is consistently the most common.
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4 Discussion

COVID-19 is a global pandemic directly reflected in newspaper articles. This study examined
COVID-19-related reports from four major Korean daily newspapers from January 20, 2020, to June 15,
2020.

First, “Changes in people’s everyday life” and “Social and economic shock” were the most common
themes. In particular, the number of articles for the former was lower than for the “Socio-economic
shock” theme at the beginning of the outbreak, but after February, many changes in people’s daily lives
pushed “Changes in people’s daily life” to the top. In addition, it can be seen as an effort to promote
fellow feelings by publishing articles on the daily difficulties that people face by covering the many
changes in daily life and economic harms experienced by the people. Rather than focusing on articles
about the reality that attract public attention and stimulate emotions to increase the number of views on
COVID-19 articles, we need to take more comprehensive measures related to various aspects of
COVID-19 such as causes and measures.

Second, the theme of “The spread of infection” was the third highest, reflecting many reports on the
situation of the COVID-19 pandemic at home and abroad. This theme played an important role in
informing the public of the current status of infection and raising awareness and decreasing the risk of
infection. However, it might also lead to the stigmatization of confirmed cases or criticism of mass
outbreak areas. Therefore, the media should be very cautious in publishing articles that may stigmatize a
specific group, strive to provide accurate information to prevent fear and anxiety about infection, and
provide information in a direction focused more on infection prevention.

Third, the topic of “increasing psychological anxiety” was derived. The unpredictable transmission
potential of COVID-19 is consistent with previous research showing that it not only threatens people’s
physical health but also affects people’s increased psychological anxiety [20]. Since a sudden outbreak of
an infectious disease can cause psychological anxiety in people, newspaper articles during the epidemic
period need to evaluate the public’s psychological state and provide information about it [21]. Newspaper
articles about the recovery process from COVID-19 and accurate information on how to respond to
infectious diseases can reduce people’s anxiety and give them a sense of security [22]. It is necessary to
produce newspaper articles that suggest practical ways to overcome the psychological anxiety of people
in a more in-depth and contextual way by breaking away from the existing simple infectious disease
incident reporting type of news production. Newspaper articles also need to provide ongoing training for
telemedicine systems, online mental health services, and comprehensive mental health teams to provide
professional services to people with mental health problems due to COVID-19.

This study has analyzed the themes of newspaper articles on COVID-19 to explore the role of the news
in mental health promotion in disaster situations. However, there are several limitations of this study.

Figure 5: Temporal pattern of the themes of COVID-19 news in a comprehensive daily newspaper search
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There is a limit to collecting all the articles on the actual website, so we collected them based on the
articles posted on the news data collection site called BigKinds. In future research, it will be necessary to
collect and analyze more reliable data through web crawling methods. In addition, while the COVID-19
pandemic is still active, only a specific period was selected for analysis. Therefore, it will be necessary to
analyze the topics of the news more comprehensively and closely after the COVID-19 pandemic ends.
We aimed to analyze the topic of COVID-19 news in Korea by considering only Korean newspaper data,
but it will be necessary to make improvements in newspaper reporting to promote disaster mental health
through a comparative analysis of the role of the news globally in the future.

5 Conclusions

This study examined the treatment in four major daily newspapers of the topics of COVID-19 news.
Structural topic modeling (STM) was used to analyze the topics of COVID-19-related newspaper articles,
yielding five themes: “Changes in people’s everyday life,” “Socio-economic shock,” “Trends in
infection,” “The role of the government and business,” and “Increased psychological anxiety,” from most
articles to least. All five themes showed a sharp increase in the number of articles from mid-February to
early March, and then gradually decreased. Since the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to weaken the
support system psychologically due to its adverse impacts on daily life, global health measures should be
taken to use news reports to protect the mental safety of people in a disaster situation. The research
results suggest that news articles should also report on disaster crisis intervention services, education, and
psychological support services that can aid and give comfort to people in infectious disease disasters such
as COVID-19. Furthermore, there is a need for comprehensive reporting of news focusing on the impact
of the pandemic on the mental health of the population around the world.
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